Language and Identity Workshop Series

Becoming White: The “Japanese” Language in the Modern Global Order

The lecture explores the role that tropes of racialization played in the production of kokugo, or the Japanese national language.

2022.11.17 [Thu.] 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm (EDT)
11.18 [Fri.] 9:00 am - 10:30 am (JST)

Michael FACIUS
Associate Professor, Tokyo College, The University of Tokyo

Atsuko UEDA
Professor, Department of East Asian Studies, Princeton University

Atsuko Ueda, Professor of East Asian Studies at Princeton University, specializes in modern Japanese literature and culture. Her research interests include literary historiography of modern Japan; linguistic reforms of Meiji Japan and the production of a “national” language; postwar literary criticism and its relationship to war responsibility.

Maria TELEGINA
Project Assistant Professor, Tokyo College, The University of Tokyo

Contact
tokyo.college.event@tc.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Language English with Japanese simultaneous translation

Venue ZOOM Webinar

Pre-registration required
Register now